
Decreasing Return to origin orders and building
user trust for Meesho

About Meesho
Meesho is a social commerce platform that undertakes retail distribution, enabling small
retail merchants to connect and sell their products effectively via social media channels. It
aims to create an environment where anyone can start their business with zero investment.
It is a three-sided platform that consists of sellers, buyers and resellers.

Understanding pain points of the two sides of the platform:

Buyer:
1. The buyers are unable to add items from the multiple sellers in the cart.
2. The buyers are dissatisfied with the high dispatch and delivery times.
3. The buyers are unable to search the relevant item using the search bar
4. The buyers do not find relevant category-specific filters.
5. The buyers from the Tier 3/4 cities do not know how E-commerce works i.e. they

have a limited idea about the process of ordering etc.

Seller:
1. The sellers are occurring huge losses due to high RTO(Return to Origin)
2. The sellers have to update the catalogue only via desktop
3. The sellers don’t have a dashboard of all the orders that they have received.
4. The sellers from non-Hindi speaking regions find the instruction videos irrelevant.

Prioritising the pain points to be looked at using Impact vs Effort



S.No Pain points Impact Effort Score

1 The buyers are unable to add items from
the multiple sellers in the cart.

3 4 0.75

2 The buyers are dissatisfied with the high
dispatch and delivery times

4 4 1

3 The buyers are unable to search the relevant
item using the search bar

2 3 0.67

4 The buyers do not find relevant
category-specific filters.

1 2 0.5

5 The buyers from the Tier 3/4 cities do not know
how E-commerce works

i.e. they have a limited idea about the process of
ordering etc.

4 3 1.33

6 The sellers are occurring huge losses due
to high RTO(Return to Origin)

4 2 2

7 The sellers have to update the catalogue only via
desktop

3 5 0.6

8 The sellers don’t have a dashboard of all the orders that
they have received.

1 1 1

9 The sellers from non-Hindi speaking regions find
the instruction videos are irrelevant.

2 3 0.67

Based on the impact vs effort, we will prioritise the High RTO pain points for the
sellers.

Ideating Solutions for High RTO
The buyers may return the items due to the following issue:

1. Size
2. Fit
3. Product quality
4. Change of mind after placing an order
5. Correct item not received
6. Availability of the product at a lower price.

Other possible reasons:
1. Shipment is unable to reach the buyer and is therefore returned to the seller.
2. The buyer refuses to accept the order at the time of delivery due to various reasons.



Possible Solutions:
1. Showing more information about the product on the Product Description Page will

help the user make an informed decision.
1.1 Include mandatory 360-degree image or video of the product
1.2 Introduce feedback about various aspects of the product
from the other users who have purchased the product.

2. Encouraging sellers to ship correct products.
3. Performing QC during dispatch.
4. Encouraging users to pay online and not through COD, users are less likely to return

the order if they have already paid for it.
4.1 Cost unbundling: Giving discounts to the users for making an online transaction.
4.2 Showing users benefits of making online transactions

Prioritising Proposed Solutions:
We will prioritise the solutions based on the ICE framework: Impact, Confidence, Effort
Scores:

● Impact calculation for an idea is done with guesstimation from past learnings
and experiments; impact values can be measured on a relative scale from 1
to 5

● Confidence (value between 1 & 5) is a subjective metric to measure the
strength of your intuition on the idea

● Add Effort (value between 1 & 5) based on development/ operation effort to
execute it

The priority score is calculated as (Impact x Confidence)/ Effort

S.No Solution Impact Confidence Effort Score

1 Include a mandatory 360-degree image or
video of the product

4 2 3 2.67

2 Introduce feedback about various aspects of
the product from the other users who have
purchased the product.

4 4 2 8

3 Encouraging sellers to ship correct
products.

2 1 2 1

4 Performing QC during dispatch. 4 3 5 2.4

5 Cost unbundling: Giving discounts to the
users for making an online transaction.

4 4 3 5.34

6 Showing users benefits of making online
transactions

2 2 1 4



Based on the above prioritisation, we will build the feature which collects feedback from the
users about the product and display that at the PDP and PLP, which will enable the users to
make an informed decision.

Introducing Revamped Product Feedback - PRD

Adding product feedback along with product review, a new feature for the users to give more

information about the product they have purchased.

1. Problem

RTO(Return to Origin) is very high on our platform. Below are some of the reasons
why users return the products:

1. Size issues: The size of the clothing product is not according to the user’s
size.

2. Fitting issues: The apparel does not fit as expected.
3. Product quality issue: The user is dissatisfied with the quality of the product.
4. Wrong item received
5. Change of mind after ordering
6. The product is available at a better price on the competitor’s platform.

2. Customer

This feature will be available for the entire user base.

3. Impact
● RTO poses a significant challenge for the sellers on our platform. The user’s return

the item, and the seller has to bear the courier charges, which is an additional loss

for the seller.

● This feature will give the user additional information about the product that they want

to purchase.

● It will enable the user to make an informed decision while purchasing a product.

● It will also encourage the seller’s to deliver quality products.

● This feature will enable both the seller and the user to know which particular area the

product lacks.

● A product containing a detailed review and feedback indirectly establishes the
following aspects:
● Trust: The selected catalogue is in fact real, which the entrepreneur can, in turn,

convey to his/her customer through the uploaded images and videos.

● Quality: Ratings and reviews further assure that the respective supplier (seller)

is trusted and has a history of selling quality products.



● Fulfilment: The product was purchased more than once and has been

successfully delivered to a customer.

4. Goal
● Decrease the RTO across the platform for all the sellers.
● Provide additional information about the product.
● Improve user engagement
● Improve user retention

5. Team
● Marketing Team: Devising marketing strategy to raise awareness about the new

feature.

● Dev Team: Developing the new feature.

● QA Team: Doing a quality check for the new feature.

● Category Teams: To work upon the specific feedback for different categories

6. Solution
● The product feedback feature will allow the user to give additional information about

various aspects of the product along with reviewing the product

● The feedback from the users who have purchased the product will be shown on the

product page along with the reviews and ratings

● The feedback will be in the form of a questionnaire with radio buttons for choices.

● Send information to the seller if a certain aspect of the feedback falls below a

prefixed metric. Eg, If more than 80% of user provides feedback that the fit is not as

expected then inform the seller about it or maybe in extreme cases delist the product

● The feedback will be shown on the Product listing Page(PLP) and the Product

Description Page(PDP)

● Review and rating system won’t be impacted in any manner

NOTE: The Category managers should ensure that max 3 parameters are being
added for any category while requesting feedback.



Workflow:

Implementation:
● The user will provide feedback after the order is delivered from the Orders

section

● The feedback will be aggregated and displayed on the PLP and PLD

Product Requirements:

Requirement Priority

Provide feedback option for all the completed orders Must-Have

Product name and a small picture of the product on the
feedback page

Must-Have

Feedback questions with options in the radio button Must-Have

Next button Must-Have

Submit feedback button on the last feedback question Must-Have

Feedback recorded confirmation Must-Have

A section on the PLP and PDP for Customer Feedback
between Product Ratings & Reviews and Real images from
customers section

Must-Have

Show all the parameters of the feedback on the PDP Must-Have

Show the aggregated response in % form Must-Have

Highlight the highest response Must-Have



UX Prototype:

7. Use cases:
● As a user, I would like to provide feedback from the Orders section
● As a user, I would like to choose the option using the radio button and provide my

response
● As a user, I would like to see the aggregated feedback on the PDP and PLP
● As a seller, I would like to get a notice about the very badly performing feedback on a

product

8. Metrics:

Short term:

● Increase in orders per month of products with higher number of reviews



● % decrease in the number of RTO orders

● % increase in the interactions (helpful/not helpful)

Long Term:

● User retention: Increase in monthly repurchase orders per seller/reseller per month

● User trust: CSAT score and increase in customer retention rate

● User satisfaction: Seeing the trend in NPS

9. Alternative Solution:
● Introducing 360-degree images and video descriptions of the product

10.Risks
● Users might hesitate in providing feedback as the number of steps in the user

journey has increased
● Items with less feedback might have outliers while displaying the feedback
● The seller might get demotivated if any of the aspects of the feedback is very low
● Information overload in the PDP and PLP

11. Future Inclusions:
● Feedback score can be calculated based on any normalisation pattern and can be

displayed alongside the rating on the CLP(Catalogue listing page)
● QC check can be done on the sellers with extremely low scores


